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Abstract - Humans see only a sm
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larly perceive only a small fraction
to quantify this concept by hypothe
nary experience and physical laws is
conjectured that conjugate substanc
familiar direct four-space (D-space
constitute a special eight-space rep
onto D-space constitutes the presen
electromagnetism. Utilizing a Fouri
gate substances functioning in these
show that: (1) the R-space substanc
dent of the physical vacuum; (2) this
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of the wave-like R-space substance
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Today, everyone knows that huma
tromagnetic (EM) spectrum and hear
trum. Thus, it shouldn't seem too u
humans currently perceive only a sm
though many will have no problem
tinctly different bands of reality in th
but not all of us, have difficulty wit
the physical band.
In a previous paper [1), this autho
beyond those associated with the fou
physics and proposed that they c
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substructures of the vacuum. This is why they are non-observables via th
physical senses or present-day instrumentation. Figure 1 was proposed as on
example of possible subtle domain constructions one might wish to conside
and explore. However, no relevant details were given as to how such a heirar
chy of substructures might operate.
In a recent book [2], a full-blown qualitative description of this model an
its consequences has been given while, in this series of papers, the beginning
of its quantitative foundation will be laid. In particular, here we focus largel
on the physical and conjugate physical domains of Figure 1 plus their imbed
ding domain.
Today, conventional physical domain theories all rest on the foundations o
quantum mechanics which, although having only an empirical basis, is know
to work to high levels of quantitative precision even though little insight is ob
tained into the detailed processes involved in the various interactions. A por
tion of this may be due to the Kaluza-Klein representation of higher dimen
sions as tightly "rolled-up" cylinders at each point of distance-time four-spac
[3] so that they are inaccessible by our physical cognition mechanisms and w
can perceive only some projection of higher-dimensional events onto our fa
miliar four-space [2]. A portion may also be due to the fact that we do not ye
understand the origins of wave-particle duality although we know that it is
key "linchpin" of quantum mechanics. To proceed to a quantitative under
Spiritual

Fig. L A visualization of dual four-space frames (physical and conjugate physical) constituting
special eight-space imbedded in a nine-space (emotion frame) which is. in tum, imbedde
in a ten-space (mind frame). All of this is imbedded in an eleven-space which is the do
main of spirit.
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standing of subtle domain phenomena,
to move along a path that guarantees w
set and that is the approach taken in this
It is well known that Nature general
this is certainly manifest in the physical
tric charge monopoles. Surprisingly, al
able, it does not manifest as a monop
though science has looked long and h
satisfactory experimental evidence has
istence. However, on the theoretical si
Maxwell's equations fail for waves of n
width propogating in a medium with n
larities encountered in the course of t
when a magnetic current density (movi
into the equation set and then shrunk to
gularity but not before. On another fron
the four-dimensional quantum field the
larities could be eliminated by introdu
able to show that the monopoles becam
the absence of magnetic monopoles, ex
Barret [6] may have cleared up th
Maxwell equation guage symmetry is
charge and electric currents are present
when magnetic charges and currents are
have fewer local degrees of freedom tha
transformed into U(l) fields by the pro
after symmetry breaking only some top
charge is conserved but magnetic char
that, when one wishes to consider phen
portant, one must focus on a higher le
purely physical reality, U( 1).
Over the last two centuries, a variety
that are still not understood today. It is
sideration. A partial list is the following

(1) In the 1850s, Baron von Reichen

na via the use of sensitive human
observed a blue flame-like glow
red flame-like glow from the s
through a building wall and disp
be diverted by blowing on them o
and no heat could be detected fr
focussed by a glass lens and it
photographic plates [7].
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(2) In terms of the psychic phenomena area of activity, professional ps
chics have talked repeatedly for the last -200 years about magnetism
a major source governing and determining this class of phenomen
Electricity has not been referred to as such a source. Experimentally
has been observed that, if one places a psychic subject in a Farad
cage, they work even better whereas, if they are placed in a magnetic
ly shielded room, they often lose their psychic abilities.
(3) If one looks at some careful work in the dowsing area (8]. one finds th
dowsers are incredibly sensitive to electromagnetic energies, partic
larly to magnetic fields and at levels _10- 12 of the Earth's field. Ama
ingly small perturbations in the local magnetic field appear to trigg
signals in the dowser's adrenal glands. From polarized electromagne
wave studies with dowsers, they have been shown to be especially se
sitive to the magnetic component of the EM wave, especially when t
magnetic component is horizontally polarized [8].
(4) From the experience on the enzyme tripsin in water [9J, one notes th
the enzymatic activity is enhanced in strong DC magnetic fields a
also by the action of a healer's hands. This particular healer effect w
equivalent to that of a 20,000 G magnet (9]. Other experiments
vealed that magnet-treated water and healer-treated water exhibited
reduced surface tension by -20% and a reduced hydrogen bonding [1
The surface tension relaxed back to baseline in -48 h after the remov
of the magnet.
(5) If one takes a DC magnet (-50-100 G) and places it close to speci
acupuncture points on the hand or arm, local analgesia is produce
Likewise, if one lays a subject with a kidney problem flat on a table a
face up and then addresses the alarm point of the kidney meridian with
DC magnet, one leg on the subject will elongate relative to the oth
[11]. Thus, we see that a magnetic effect can be transferred to the phy
iological response level.
(6) It is well known that the organic molecule myosin is essential in mus
contraction. Myosin phosphorylation is involved in the expression
ATPase activity which accompanies muscle contraction. It has a
been shown that in-vitro cell-free myosin phosphorylation exhibit
roughly linear increase in gamma32 p uptake by myosin light chains w
static magnetic field strength increase [12]. Experiments with QiGo
practitioners have shown that they can consistently reduce the ph
phorylation due to a treatment at a 2-5 ft distance from the sampl
Placing the samples in an Amunel magnetic shielding box produce
significant reduction in the subject's Qi effect in most cases - to
border of insignificance [13].
(7) Last, but not least, Smith [14] has found that water exhibits a type
memory characteristic via studies of the hypersensitivity of some h
mans to relatively weak electromagnetic fields at precise and patie
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specific frequencies that had be
coil. The existence of this phe
double-blind clinical trials [15] a
spastic muscle groups or greatly
limbs or parts of the body of the
EM treatment of water held bo
toroidal coil was capable of impr
the water, provided the proper
threshold levels. A sensitive dyn
oped to objectively read out thes
onto a strip-chart recorder [16].
formation for months before read
an Amunel box for a short time c
Many of these anomalies can be
which is certainly not considere
ventional standards.

As a first step towards understanding
present-day picture of de Broglie's pilot
de Broglie'S

In 1924, de Broglie proposed a novel
a physical particle is governed by the
which are intimately associated with the
A, the frequency v, and the velocity v'
particle of momentump, velocity v, and
terms of Planck's constant h by

A = !!.
p

E

V=-

h

A plot of the net pilot wave shape prof
shown in Figure 2a with the physical pa
this envelope. The pilot waves form a
time, the group must move along the
particle.
From straightforward mathematical a

VI=C[l+(moc/pZ)r

Here, mo is the rest mass of the particle
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Fig. 2. (a) A group of pilot waves for a physical particle located somewhere in the
the sum of two sinusoidal waves of slightly different frequencies and wav
The waves move at velocity v' while the group propogates at velocity v.

velocity of the moving group of waves. Of course, Vg is equal to the
of the particle while the quantity v' is the velocity of the individu
tions of the pilot waves which, via Equation (2), is always greater th
locity of light c. In fact one finds that

v' == c 2 Iv

so that, the smaller is v, the greater is v', with v' having the low
v' == v == c. Since v'> v g, the individual waves are constantly movin
the group from the rear to the front,just as one finds in a group of wa
To pictorially represent the difference between Vg and v', the s
simple harmonic waves of slightly different frequencies and wave n
is shown in Figure 2b (k lJA.). These two waves alternately interfer
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force in such a way as to produce an i
waves traveling in the direction of increa
ed has equal probability of being in any g
tion within that particular group is undete
ble to the length Ax = lI.1.k of the gro
further, quite naturally leads to the math
Uncertainty Principle [19),

- .
x

Ax .1.Px =

~V'

,'-11 II R'.
etc.~

.

,r

x

~v

Gcated somewhere in the group and (b)
rent frequencies and wave numbers, k.
'pogates at velocity v.

rse, Vg is equal to the velocity v
ocity of the individual osciIIa
), is always greater than the ve

(3)

th v' having the lower limit of
are constantly moving through
finds in a group of water waves.
reen Vg and v', the sum of two
!quencies and wave numbers, k,
es alternately interfere and rein-

and certainly tends to validate the qua
waves.
Returning to Equation (3), let us suppo
let us utilize Dirac's picture of the forma
[20). This model successfully led to the
the vacuum with positive energy, so tha
tended to substantiate the initial suppos
negative energy solutions of Dirac's re
tions for the electron. Of course, Dirac n
tion in his equations, which everyone did
infinite in all the existing theories, and t
shift in the hydrogen spectrum. Howev
equation predicted the hydrogen spectrum
The first postulate of this paper is now
in the physical domain at v < c with posi
travels in the vacuum at v' > c with negat
sus velocity for the electron and the elect
Figure 3. Here, the light barrier acts as
physically observable domain of electro
observable domain of electron pilot wav
tron at a particular v < c, one can place it
that the combined energy is .1.E. Then
creases as required by Equation (3). Of
choices.
Although Figure 2b was developed b
waves, a very similar picture may be de
number of unmodulated waves, each w
which combine to form a single traveling
group of Figure 2a by adjusting the pha
that, at the center of the group, they are
the center in either direction, these un mo
phase with each other (different k). Be
pletely out of phase and stay that way
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Fig. 3. Energy-velocity diagram for a D-space (distance-time) physical parti
and its R-space (reciprocal space) pilot wave conjugate (v> c branch).

destructive inteIference outside this range so that Figure 2a, rath
2b, represents the group.
Expanding on Figure 3, extended to all types of particles, th
hand quadrant is the electrical superluminal (tachion) domain fi
length by Bilaniuk et al. [21]. For this domain, the particle mas
(m' = ilm!). By symmetry, the lower left-hand quadrant must
sub luminal branch (m' = -ilm!). It is satisfying that Terletski [
that, within the framework of relativistic kinematics and dynam
no grounds for excluding any of these particles. Thus, the pres
of the theory of relativity admits three types of essentially diff
(I) systems with positive proper mass, m 2 > O. E> 0, (2) systems
proper mass, m2 > 0, E < 0, and (3) systems with imaginary
m 2 < O. Thus, all four categories of mass represented in the fou
Figure I appear to be viable from the point of view of purely
quantum mechanical constraints.
All of the foregoing unfolds in a straightforward way when on
the pilot wave concept holds and that wave-particle duality is
physical matter. In the next section, we shall see that, by co
complementary types of matter operating in dual conjugate fo
can obtain all the results of this section plus many more.

An Eight-Space Model Comprising Dual Conjugate Fou

Of all possible sub-spaces available in an eight-space, let us f
tion on two particular four-spaces [2]. One will be the famili
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space (x, y, z, t) where x, y, z represent
represents time. The other will be its rec
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In the simplest case, we shall let a] =a 2
wave space and has been greatly utilized
studying diffraction phenomena. Since
[2] is a diffraction model, we make the p
stance in the direct space (D-space) is
space (R-space) by a Fourier transform [

"Pilol Wave Branch

F(kx )

I 0
r;;;- f
>j2n

-<>
<>0

f(x)

··time) physical particle (v < c branch)
LUgate (v > c branch).

mt Figure 2a, rather than Figure

~s of particles, the upper right
:::hion) domain first discussed at
., the particle mass is imaginary
H quadrant must be a magnetic
15 that Terletski [22] has shown
matics and dynamics, there are
:. Thus, the present framework
Jf essentially different systems:
E'> 0, (2) systems with negative
: with imaginary proper mass,
:sented in the four quadrants of
. view of purely relativistic and

mrd way when one assumes that
larticle duality is a property of
n see that, by considering two
Ilual conjugate four-spaces, we
my more.
II Conjugate Four-Spaces
lht-space, let us focus our atten
be the familiar direct four-

Ilill

=

fF

where frepresents the D-space distributi
Bracewell [23] finds straightforward ex
three-dimensional distribution in D-sp
Komrska [24] extends this further to N
than 3 (see Appendix I).
By such a procedure, we can allow Dto be wave space and, by treating substa
eight-space phenomenon, we have "bu
since in D-space physical mass is positi
that the complementary mass is negative
lier discussion that, since physical part
counterpart in R-space is negative. We
structure band of the vacuum so that t
physical observable via conventional pr
acts as the de Broglie pilot wave for the
The second postulate of this paper is
electron as the magnetic monopole wh
magneton. As a correlate of this postulat
cles operating in D-space have pilot wav
ic moieties operating in R-space [2]. Wi
symmetry to nature and one clearly plac
observable realm which is at least consis
concerning observations of the magnet
travels so fast, it is readily able to weave
cal electron.
To expand on this picture in order to
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between D-space and R-space substances, let us begin with singlet pri
k-waves plus their D-space counterparts and then proceed towards
groups of multiplet primordial k-waves and their particulate expressi
space.
A. Pre-Particle Conditions

Modem texts [23] on Fourier transforms show that simple harmoni
of the sine and cosine type in the kx-direction of R-space lead to a p
functions in the x-direction of D-space. This is simply illustrated in F
Since the sine and cosine differ only by a 1t12 phase shift, the genera
harmonic function in R-space with some particular phase shift also
pair of o-functions along x with their strength depending upon the pha
as illustrated via the bottom panel of Figure 4. From the mathema
finds that, as the undulation interval Akx of the R-space wave increase
functions at positions ± Xo in D-space move closer to the origin and o
that

Xo

21t1 Akx

D-SPACE

R-SPACE

F(k x )

f(x)
o I'

of
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Fig. 4. Complementary substance representations in D-space and R-space. Particlefunctions in D-space have wave-like conjugates in R-space of simple sine a
type.
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ns begin with singlet primordial
I then proceed towards special
lleir particulate expression in D

Further, as the amplitude of the undu
functions increase linearly with the amp
For a single o-function, located at x =
dial kx-wave in R-space is given by
f(x)=o(x-xo),

that simple harmonic waves
of R-space lead to a pair of 0
iis simply illustrated in Figure 4.
. phase shift, the general simple
tticular phase shift also yields a
I depending upon the phase angle
4. From the mathematics one
~ R-space wave increases, the 0
Iloser to the origin and one finds
lOW

II

(7)

when we introduce Equation (7) into Eq
easily obtained from Equation (8a) by c
connecting the sine and cosine functions
the o-function an amount Ax, in D-spac
singlet by the phase factor 2n1t = Ax •
Thus, if one has unlimited control of th
wave, one can displace this o-function
axis of D-space. Using a superposition
can be replaced at any arbitrary position
D-space; i.e.,
f(x,y, z,t) = f(r)

= o(x - xo
F(kx,ky,kz,kt ) = F(k) = e

= e -trok =

D-SPACE

f(x)

,

X

v

__L-_-+-_-'-___
-xo

X

xo

Thus, by controlling the phase of thi
dimensional R-space, this o-function ca
dimensional D-space. It doesn't take
metaphorically, we are close to describi
when one considers the interplay betw
proceed, let us drop back to our simpl
and slowly enrich the picture step by ste
B. Time-Flow

In our four-dimensional D-space, tim
even if one only allows o-function excu
f(x,t)

-xo

I.

F(kx

xo

o(x

x

D-space and R-space. Particle-like delta
tes in R-space of simple sine and cosine

F(kx't
k) -- e-i(xokx +tok,)

where to can be taken to represent the "n
future. Since our cognitive experien
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appears to flow only in the forward direction, for our 8-function to r
in the continually changing "now" as viewed from our reference
phase factor in Equation (8c) must change in a predictable fashion.
the 8-function to remain atx = Xo in the "now," we must define
')

to

= too + al~t + a2 At -

+ ...

where too is an absolute constant, At is the time interval that has p
to = too and the a j are constant coefficients. For simplicity, we cou
only small values of At so that only the term linear in At need conc
because we require an equation analogous to Equation (7) to hold f
axis, we have
too + alAt

= 2nl M t

so that
M t = 2nl(t00 + al~t)

and the undulation interval of the k,-axis waves in R-space must de
linear fashion. It is almost as if our observational frame for Dtached to a flowing river, call it the "river of time" if you will, and
beyond eight-space is controlling the flow of the river. Of course, in
al instance that ~t is not small, this river flow exhibits non-linea
i.e.,
~kt

21t

too + L J=l a j~tj

in order to maintain a constant phase factor for F(kv k,) from Equ
This is a necessary condition for one to observe the 8-function at a
ing position on the x-axis of D-space throughout the passage of tim
One might ask "what abrupt changes in R-space abruptly shift
tion from Xo to Xo + Axo?" This only requires an abrupt change in the
mordial wave undulation interval from ~k< to ~k: where

Mx

21t
Xo

M;

21t
Xo + Axo

For constant velocity movement of the 8-function along the x-axis o
distance interval Xo to Xo + Axo and time interval t~ to t~ + ~t~ one r
only that

Model of Subt
jour O-function to remain atxo
[fom our reference frame, the
':edictable fashion. In fact, for
'Ie must define
t(2 M2

+ ...

Ilk' _

x - Xo

+21tV xLJ.t fo
A

where Vx is the velocity along the x-axis.
in R-space must change in a well-defined
its k,-axis undulation interval Ilk" in the f

Ilk~

(lOa)

Mt

=-21t
Xo

(9)

interval that has passed since
simplicity, we could consider
,lear in Ilt need concern us and,
Iuation (7) to hold for the time

+ 'lJ..:

= [
Xo

(lOb)

,M)

:s in R-space must decrease in a
ltional frame for D-space is at
ime" if you will, and something
Ie river. Of course, in the gener
w exhibits non-linear behavior;

(lOc)

;Iltj

for F(kx, k,) from Equation (8c).
ve the O-function at an unchang
)tit the passage of time .
.space abruptly shift the o-func
1 abrupt change in the kx-axis pri
Ilk; where

21t
Xo

AI.

L.1I\,x

0.1

In a similar fashion, one could state the s
O-function movement at constant accele
over the interval Xo to Xo + &0 and to t
what more complex expression than Equ
t~, Vx and ax. To have our o-function perf
circular motion in the xy plane or a spher
lationships between Ilk, and the other u
oped (see Appendix II).
Now that the formation and motion o
has been dealt with, let us now postulate
such O-functions that form one of the key
cle formation in D-space. It is beyond t
with that phase of the work and it will be
it will be noted here that it is a multiplet
define the locations and correlated moti

to o

i.e.,

n

Pn = l:ajOj(x-XOj' Y-Y

r=l

(IIa)

+ &0

;tion along the x-axis over the
'al t~ to t~ + M~ one requires

Kn = l:ajexp
_x_ +
n
{ -21ti [k
j=l
Ilkxj

At this point, it has been shown that t
connection between the undulation inter
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components in four-dimensional R-space and its conjugate 3-func
position in four-dimensional D-space. However, this is pictoriall
ferent from the totally D-space picture of the particle and its asso
wave given in Figure 2a. In order to integrate these two views, d
Maxwell's equations and the Mirror Principle are needed. These f
next two sections.
Reconciling Maxwell's Equations

Although, from the foregoing, magnetic charge has found a h
physically non-observational frame of the vacuum and thus div B
physical frame as required, how does one accommodate the physic
able B-field properties manifested by different materials and both
ic flux, B, and dB/dtin Maxwell's equations?
To answer this question, one begins by realizing first that, sinc
temporal waveforms and their spectra are Fourier transforms of e
the faster than light domain is a frequency domain, wave/part
would be potentially maintained if any physical particle and i
counterpart or pilot wave had a Fourier transform relationship wit
each other. Thus, one now has a physical electric particle moving
normal cognitive four-space domain of distance-time and its comp
netic moiety moving about in a presently non-cognitive four-spac
which each of the coordinates is a frequency coordinate. In other
coordinate axis of this new four-space is an inverse of one of the co
our conventional (x, y, z, t) four-space; i.e., (X-I, y-l, z-l, rl).
Next, one must allow the magnetic moiety (pilot wave) to inte
companion (conjugate) electric particle but they are separated by t
rier. This leads to the third postulate of this paper which is that the
nitive four-space frames, which are dual to each other in a spec
imbedded in a higher-dimensional frame (a nine-space, the emoti
Figure I) wherein one of its substances (call it deltron for pedagog
es) can interact with electric matter at v < c and also interact wi
matter at v' > c because it is not subject to the constraints of the v =
ity. Thus, this higher-dimensional substance (deltron) can act a
"fluid clutch" allowing an indirect interaction to occur between
and magnetic substances. One now asks what is required for this in
yield the standard expressions for Ampere's and Faraday's laws as
in Maxwell's equations.
Just as the Charge Superposition Principle [25] provides an equa
electrostatic potential V in terms of the electric charge distributi
(x, y, z, t) frame, an analogous equation provides a relationship for
ic vector potential A in terms of the magnetic charge distributio
([I, y-I, Z-l, rl) frame. The degree of coupling between the two su
to first order, expected to increase linearly as the local deltron dens
es so that a dipolar image of each electric charge appe
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~ two views, discussion of
teeded. These follow in the

Itions
:: has found a home in the
. and thus div B =0 for the
.)date the physically observ
lerials and both the magnet

ig first that, since spatial or
transforms of each other, if
main, wave/particle duality
II particle and its magnetic
l relationship with respect to
particle moving about in our
ime and its companion mag
~nitive four-space domain in
dinate. In other words, each
e of one of the coordinates in

(x- J , y-I, Z-l, rl) frame traveling at v > c and
charge appears in the (x, y, z, t) frame traveli
considered to be a property of the interfacial
in their respective image formation direction
As physical analogs to illustrate this tran
suppose one has in the (x, y, z, t) frame, a h
planar inte.rface to a half-space of material B
gularity (electric charge, edge dislocation [2
position some distance from the interface. M
of image of that singularity will appear som
satisfy the proper boundary conditions at th
lar can be expected to happen at the (x, y, z. t
via part of what will be called the "Mirror Pr
If one places a single singularity, like an
tance z from the interface then, in the most g
gularities is needed in A to balance (1) the

A

-I, Z-I, rl).

lot wave) to interact with its
Ire separated by the light bar
. which is that these two cog
1 other in a special way, are
-space, the emotion frame of
ltron for pedagogical purpos
1 also interact with magnetic
lstraints of the v =c singular
leltron) can act as a kind of
~ occur between the electric
'equired for this interaction to
Paraday's laws as represented

] provides an equation for the
charge distribution Pe in the
a relationship for the magnet
charge distribution Pm in the
etween the two substances is,
local deltron density increas
ric charge appears in the

(a)

c

A

*

L
(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Two semi-infinite extent material domains
from the AlB interface in phase B; (b) the sam
width L that contains the * singularity.
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continuity equations along the interface and (2) the vector mechan
continuity equations along the interface. Under special conditio
classes for A and B as well as crystallographic orientations for t
planes and interface direction-normals, the image singularities c
quadrupole or dipole nature. If both materials are piezoelectric an
sidering a simple electric charge singularity in B, one needs eig
conditions to be applied at the interface to satisfy the constraints
charges which will be multiple in general. Even if material B is
electric (tensor of rank 2), five boundary conditions must be ap
specifying tractions, one specifying continuity of electric poten
more specifying continuity of electric displacement). As one mov
order tensors for A and B, the multiplicity of image singularities i
needed to balance a single singularity in material B will increase. E
is a tensor of rank 1 and A is a tensor of rank 2, multiple image
will generally be needed. Thus, according to this line of reasoni
plausible to expect that the trans-dimensional mirror proposed he
duce a special mapping transform for image transfer in the tw
across this "mirror."
For complete satisfaction of Maxwell's equations, the mirro
need have only two aspects: (1) the A-distribution due to the mag
in the frequency domain image-maps into curl A in the space-time
this is recognized as the dipolar B [25] and (2) the electric charge
in the space-time domain image-maps into a dipolar electric fiel
quency domain which, in-tum, image-maps back into the space-t
as AE where LlE is equal to the time derivative of -A so that the
field in the space-time domain is now given by the standard form [
ing these two properties to this special mirror between the space-t
quency cognitive domains is sufficient to yield the standard exp
Maxwell's equations in space-time [25] and, since the space-time
source-free domain for A (i.e., V'. A == 0), this leads to the familia
relating A to the integral of the current density J over the local vol
Utilizing the procedures of the previous section, one can straig
specify the type of primordial k-wave in R-space needed to produ
ary or moving dipolar moiety in D-space. Since the k-wave, exp( duces a monopolar singUlarity in D-space at the position (xo, 0, 0,
singularity at Xo with the dipole aligned in the y-direction require
<Pd, given by

((\
_ -ikxxo[ e
-ik,1I2
'I'd - e
·
+ ( -e -ik.H/2»)]
Y

== -2i sin(kyll 2)e -ik,xo

•
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'Vector mechanical traction
'Iecial conditions of crystal
4entations for the interface
$ingularities can reduce to
.iezoelectric and one is conone needs eight boundary
ne constraints of the image
., material B is a simple di
ons must be applied (three
electric potential and one
As one moves to higher
:~ singularities in material A
.will increase. Even when B
uultiple image singularities
:tine of reasoning. it seems
(or proposed here may pro
lsfer in the two directions

Ions. the mirror transform
,due to the magnetic charge
the space-time domain and
4electric charge distribution
liar electric field in the fre
mto the space-time domain
-A so that the total electric
istandard form [25]. Ascrib
leen the space-time and fre
Ile standard expressions for
the space-time domain is a
ls to the familiar expression
'er the local volume [25].
I, one can straightforwardly
leeded to produce a station
e k-wave, exp( -ikx xo). pro
,sition (xo. O. 0, 0), a dipolar
lirection requires a k-wave,

( -e -ik yH

:XXo

/2»)]
(13)

where I is the dipole length. To align the dipola
requires only that ky in Equation (13) be replace
that specific direction. Movement of this dipola
dures outlined in the previous section.
Although dipolar singularities in D-space ca
cific k-waves in R-space, imbuing them with e
ties is another matter entirely. Quantitatively re
scope of. the present paper; however, at leas
process can be given here by describing a distan
Consider the three-phase material system ill
of semi-infinite extent and be a material of t
semi-infinite extent but be a material of tensor
ness L and a material of tensor rank s > p > m.
singularity at some location in phase C and co
duced in phases A and B. This example is tho
situation of having a substance singularity in
emotion that simultaneously produces dual im
Returning to Figure 5b, the * singularity in pha
mary images in phase A and in phase B. Thes
duce secondary images in A and B, etc. Thus,
will produce an array of singularities in phase A
troid position because, in the four-dimensiona
will also be effects on the time component of
This may form the basis for the Heisenberg unc
wave-particle description of nature. Obviously
tensors of different rank difference compared
phase A and phase B may be quite different fr
ences are thOUght to distinguish the electric pa
the magnetic wave quality of phase B (see App
Returning to the model expressed in Figure 1
the proposed mechanism for the propogation of
to D-space materialization is (1) imprinting a s
work of the mind domain [2], (2) diffraction o
rocal nodal network, that of R-space, and (3)
tional deltrons from the emotional domain to
transfer robustly to D-space [2]. In this casc
posed [28] that the substance of the subtle d
stance of the physical domain via the develop
tion A2 to the magnetic vector potential func
under consideration. If we call the existing mag
space region prior to the specific intention und
the intention event we have

;
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A = Al + A2

where Al is the solution to Maxwell's standard equations and A2 i
A2 = r\f(<p)

Here, <p represents the effective subtle domains potential,fis so
al form and T\ is a collective material parameter. We can expec
some spatial and temporal dependence. The reason for this is illus
change in the R-space map of k-wave amplitude associated with
intention. It is this specific magnetic potential map change in R-sp
duces a specific A2 distribution in four-dimensional D-space. Bec
A injections into D-space, Maxwell's equations must be modified
form developed in Appendix IV. The spatial and temporal depend
not known but, in parameterized form, we might approximate it w
A2 ""

ee -a(x

2

)e- bt (1- e-ct)

where e, a, band c are constants that depend on the deltron co
Thus, A2 decays exponentially with distance about some spec
while it rises exponentially in time to some maximum value and
again with time at a different rate. With the passage of time and
periments in this area, the correct form of A2 will undoubtedly be
The "Mirror" Principle

When one thinks of a mirror it is usually a reflection mirror bec
part of our daily experience. However, here, one is dealing with
version mirror and we have very little prior experience with s
First, the dual cognitive four-dimensional frames are reciprocals o
a special kind of inversion, and the substance characteristics po
two frames are oppositely configured. In the D-space frame,
stance with a particulate electric nature of positive mass and po
that always travels slower than physical light. By contrast, in
frame, one has substance with a wave-like magnetic nature of n
and negative energy that always travels faster than physical light.
mass creates curvature effects in the D-space frame that manifest
tational force while, as perceived with the same cognitive system,
mass moieties acting via the deltrons should develop levitational
in the D-space frame. This should produce a significant effect on
logical Constant [2]. The R-space effects can be perceived only
cognitive pathway with the curvature effects of the two types of m
bly being reversed compared to the D-space effects.
Since what one perceives in D-space as an increasing temperat
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(14a)
mations and A2 is given by
(l4b)

;; potential,fis some function
We can expect A2 to have
(on for this is illustrated by the
I.e associated with the specific
11p change in R-space that pro
jmal D-space. Because of such
lmust be modified and take the
temporal dependence of A2 is
, approximate it with
;~r.

:t - e- ct )

(14c)

on the deltron concentration.
about some specific location
lximum value and then decays
isage of time and abundant ex
II undoubtedly be discovered.

:iple

tlection mirror because that is a
,ne is dealing with a kind of in
experience with such mirrors.
es are reciprocals of each other,
~ characteristics populating the
~ D-space frame, one has sub
:itive mass and positive energy
t. By contrast, in the R-space
19netic nature of negative mass
han physical light. The positive
fame that manifest in the gravi
~ cognitive system, the negative
evelop levitational force effects
ignificant effect on the Cosmo
I be perceived only via another
f the two types of masses proba
fects.
Ilcreasing temperature is associ-

ated with increasing kinetic energy of positiv
Mirror Principle would suggest that the neg
space via the deltrons would exhibit a decre
consistent with Equation (3) wherein, as the
locity, its pilot wave decreases in velocity
negative energy condition (see Figure 3).
In terms of entropy, electric substance of D
a consequence of the formation of distingu
whereas magnetic substance of R-space yie
quence of the formation of order in a sea of
energies are positive for the D-space substa
substance.
As discussed in the previous section, a we
tions function in D-space driven primaril
charges and magnetic dipole images. This is a
charge but not for electric charge. On the ot
another set of Maxwell-type equations exist
netic charges and electric dipole images. Th
tric charge but not for magnetic charge. The
space domain are thought to travel at velociti
vacuum and to speed up on entering dense p
magnetic waves of the D-space domain are k
to slow down on entering dense physical mat
As a closing note to this section, in the app
lopathic medicine is based primarily on D-sp
medicine is based primarily on R-space subs

Discussion

With the present reinterpretation of magne
elementary particles is seen, not as a funda
stance, but as a convenient parameter to char
substance onto D-space. In this way, it is a
havior mode of description for D-space parti
a property of matter, where it comes from an
stood in any fundamental sense by today's
questions are now being seriously raised bec
explain the proton's supposed well-defined s
pieces (quarks and gluons) inside it [29]. Th
one moves to the proper dimensional level (
tion of physical phenomena, both the spin qu
duality can be discarded as relevant terms.
Returning to the list of magnetic anomal
present paper would propose that the Baron
[7] are most likely to be attributable t
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phenomena. His "sensitive" subjects, unlike most humans, seem to
tively aware of R-space events with their well-developed psychic se
terpret these phenomena as unfolding in real time. The fact that such
als would work better inside a Faraday cage is most likely attribut
noise reduction associated with the elimination of most of the electr
signals from the environment while the R-space magnetoelectr
would pass through the cage unhindered. Placing such individuals
netically shielded room would block the R-space information sign
they would be unable to directly perceive the magnetoelectric phen
less they were capable of going to an even higher level of perception
The importance of magnetism to dowsing, enzymatic activity, ki
cellular function and water may, to first order, all be related to some
space and deltronic properties of water that are presently quite unap
If multi-dimensional water exhibits a high concentration of delt
strong coupling will exist between the R-space and D-space substa
ther, if the R-space component of water is very magnetically polari
strong ordering of this domain is readily achievable at small field
This would reflect itself to some degree on the D-space propertie
and, experimentally, one observes a large variety of anomalous beh
water [30-33]. It is almost as if most materials have only a small de
space/R-space substance coupling compared to water. Thus, it requ
enormous magnetic field strengths or profound human intention foc
duce anomalous behavior in these materials from a D-space perspec
ever, water is perhaps so strongly coupled that only small mag
strengths or unexceptional directed human intention can produce
anomalous behavior. This proposal is certainly consistent with the
ing practice of "blessing" water for a wide variety of uses and is qu
tent with the recent findings of del Guidice and Preparata with res
herence states of water [34, 35]. Since this recent work utilized
mechanical calculations, they attributed the coherence domains in w
D-space domain substance but this seems unlikely based upon sever
of careful D-space experimentation on water [32, 33]. If, as prop
quantum mechanics is primarily a D-space representation of an R
space projection, then the location of these coherence domains coul
R-space substance of water and only secondarily influence D-sp
properties. Likewise, the experiments of Smith [14, 16] could write
network of structure in the essentially incoherent R-space water sub
it might survive for months to years in spite of reasonably strong c
occurring in the D-space substance of water over that time frame.
Because a physical particle in D-space has positive energy and i
shown here that its R-space counterpart has negative energy (Equati
Figure 3 and Equation (3) show that these energies are tied together
ic way so that the sum ofthe kinetic energies, ET , is given by

nst humans, seem to be cogni
!!veloped psychic sense and in
:e. The fact that such individu
Imost likely attributable to the
(of most of the electromagnetic
lpace magnetoelectric signals
iing such individuals in a mag
llce information signals so that
uagnetoelectric phenomena un
:l'!r level of perception.
mzymatic activity, kinesiology,
all be related to some special R
:: presently quite unappreciated.
:oncentration of deltrons, then
~ and D-space substances. Fur
IJ magnetically polarizable then
tevable at small field strengths.
Ihe D-space properties of water
,.ety of anomalous behavior with
s have only a small degree of D
to water. Thus, it requires either
ld human intention focus to pro
'om a D-space perspective. How
that only small magnetic field
intention can produce strikingly
lly consistent with the longstand
lriety of uses and is quite consis
md Preparata with respect to co
s recent work utilized quantum
'oherence domains in water to the
ikely based upon several decades
r [32, 33]. If, as proposed here,
representation of an R-spaceill
oherence domains could be in the
ndarily influence D-space water
ith [14, 16] could write an ordered
:rent R-space water substance and
: of reasonably strong convection
over that time frame.
lS positive energy and it has been
legative energy (Equations (1-3»,
ergies are tied together in a specif
l, ET , is given by
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ET =-mov +-mRv
2
2

,2

m
=

where m D and m R are the D-space and R
mRlmD < 0, one sees that ETcan be zero for
In general, the Fourier transform (FT) is
ty of substance, JR , in R-space is a negative
the physics community, they have chosen
than JR, via the relationship

MR(k)= [ FT(k).FT*(k) ]

1/2

where FT' is the complex conjugate of FT
the physics community and is certainly
eight-space quality as a four-space physic
"wave-particle duality."
It has also been shown here that the ma
the "now" at a fixed position ofD-space re
requires a specific change in the undulation
the singlet primordial k-wave. This, in t
force needed to bring about this specific ch
possibility for both dematerialization and
tion-directed manipUlation of 11k, so as to, r
of or into the "now." It also opens a ration
manipulation of time experience via possi
ded in Equations (9) and (lOc).
When one looks at Equations (7) and (8
phase factor in the singlet primordial k-w
position of a o-function moiety. This is q
phenomenon of remote viewing and that
operator is able to intentionally adjust this
mitter/receiver, antenna system. It is an u
part that all humans have this type of har
though this may perhaps be inferred from
work indicates that cortical neurons act lik
large array converting D-space informatio
information) whose mathematical represe
transform of the D-space information [2]. C
information pattern requires the occurrenc
the processing chain. Thus, both R-space a
to be present in our body's hardware and t
mote viewing and the distant healing capab
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In closing this discussion, the D-space/R-space observational fra

the electric monopole/magnetic monopole substance differentiation

to allow all of the old utility of the prevailing model and the new mode
the possibility of explaining a significant variety of new phenomena. A
nine-space description will be required for a proper quantitative expre
the main concepts brought forward for consideration here (ten-space
tion is included). However, although the present level of modeling has
itations, it allows one to qualitatively, and even semi-quantitatively
cases, gain an appreciably broader perspective of both the physical
subtle domains of nature and their modes of interaction. In this co
seems reasonable to speak in terms of both the D-space band and the
band of physical reality rather than use the past nomenclature of phy
conjugate physical or etheric realities.
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substance in D-space and its counterpart substance in R-spac
by
F(k) =

7

~l2 f(r) e-ir-kdr
(2n)

--00

I

00

(2n)2

--00

fer) = - - f F(k)e+ir-kdk

where rand k are four-vectors in D-space and R-space, respect
Suppose, now, we letj(r) represent the mass distribution of
ical particle in D-space and we consider it to be of uniform
some small volume (Ar)4 of D-space. Since F(k) is actually t
plitude distribution of the complementary mass in R-space, th
tribution of this mass can be considered to be proportional to
find that

i 2F2(k) =

2

_~
.
2 sm
2n k

2(kAr)
2

Thus, since in D-space physical particle mass mo is positive
mass of the complementary substance would be negati ve.

Appendix II
Some R-space Undulation Interval Recipes for Spe
D-space o-function Loci

To have our o-function perform simple harmonic motion alo
D-space requires a slightly more sophisticated connection betw
than provided by Equations (II); i.e., for
xO(At')

= xo(O) + A sin rot',

to

= to + At'

with
Ak'x -_

2n
-xo(At') ,

Ak

t

=__2~

to + At'

requires that
dxo =-dxo = Arocos [
(1 -
to )]
-2nro
dto

dAt'

Akt

=

(

2n

Akt 2 dAk'x
Ak~ ) dAkt

using the differentiation chain rule. To have our o-function p
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·space can be related

motion in the xy plane of D-space requires coordin
in terms of 6.k, in R-space. The procedure is straig
ample of Equation (II-I) and starting with

(I - 2a)

xo(6.t') = xo(O) + A cos(ro
Yo (6.t')

(1 2b)

fespectively.
iion of a primary phys
iiform density mo over
mally the spectral am
))ace, the intensi ty dis
Dnal to j2F2(k) and we

(I 3a)

)ositive, in R-space the
ve.

= Yo (0) + A sin( ro

Motion of our <i-function over a spherical path in D
changes in 6.k;, 6.'< and 6.k~ in terms of 6.k, starting

xo(6.t') = xo(O) + A cos(roJ6.t')

Yo (6.t') = Yo(O) + A sin(ro l 6.t') si

20(6.t') = 20(0) + A sin(ro l 6.t') co

In all of the foregoing changes, the "river of tim
fashion while the undulation intervals for the oth
tions change in well-defined and specific ways to
cute specific motions in D-space. It should be cle
that a recipe can be given for R-space undulatio
guarantee any type of <i-function motion wished in

Appendix III
Electrodynamic Forces for the Fignr

:for Specific

Ition along the x-axis of
on between 6.k: and 6.kt

I-

6.t'

(II la)

From our standard electrodynamics applied to
finds that the force F between the A and B half-sp
or repulsive depending on the dielectric properties
es A and B and is quantitatively given by [27]
A

F
where

n is Planck's constant (n =hl2rc) and
-

(I1-Ib)

~~)l
(II -lc)

[nction perform circular

nw
= ---81f2L3

ro

j[£A(i~) £c(i~)][£B(i~) - £

= 0 [£A (i~) + £di~)][£B(i~) + £

Here, the £j are the dielectric permeabilities of the
internal EM wave frequency v. Here, £(v) is a ma
tity (£ = £' + i£") and its imaginary part is always p
the dissipation of energy in the internal EM waves
variable and i~ is the imaginary part of the argum
quantity which decreases monotonically from £(
stant. The main point here is that, even for isotropi
tween phases A and B depends upon the size and p
phase C.
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Appendix IV
Renovating Maxwell's Equations to Express Contribu
Subtle Domains

The classical description of Maxwell's equations is as follows
Ampere's Law:

v x H j = V x V X Aj

aD
at

= V(V. AI) = J +_1

V ·H j

=0

V·D1

P

Faraday's Law:
E = -VV _ aA j

at

J

Here, AI' V, HI and EI are the magnetic vector potential, the s
tential, the magnetic field and the electric field, respectively,
are the electric current density, the electric displacement
charge density, respectively. The additional condition utilize
of these equations is the Coulomb Gauge defined as
V· Al = 0

which is based upon a source-free condition for AI'
When one considers the robust, physical effects associat
human intention [2J, the proposal has been made that they
quence of the subtle domains acting as a source of magnetic
ing cp as an incremental increase in subtle domain potential as
specific directed intention, it is proposed that cp creates a ma
tential increase A2 given by
A2 =

l1f(cp)

Here,fis some as yet undefined functional form and 11 is a ma
If we now define the total quanti ties as
A

Aj + A 2 , B = Bj + B 2 , E

= E j + E2

the renovated Maxwell's equations become
VxB

VX(Bj +B 2 )=VXVx(A j

=V(V.A j +V.A 2 ) _V2(AJ +
=V(V.A2)-V2A=-Il(J+

a

$

Contributions from

1S

as follows:

:=

J + aD-L

at

E=-V
with

v . AI

(IV -Ia)
(IV -lb)
(IV - Ic)

V . BI = 0, V·

Since Equation (IV-4c) holds, Equation (
form

Z
V A V(V. A) =
(IV - ld)
with
ntential, the scalar electric po
rrespectively, while J, DI and p
Hisplacement and the electric
ndition utilized in the solution
~d as
(IV Ie)

AI'
ffects associated with directed
ade that they arise as a conse
e of magnetic potential. Defin
tin potential associated with the
4' creates a magnetic vector po
(IV 2)
nand 11 is a material parameter.
, E =E1 +E z

(IV - 3)

=VXVx(AI +A 2)
Az ) - VZ(AI + Az )

~A

=-Il(J +aDI)
at

(IV 4a)

V(V ·A);i:

